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watching the end of life as we know it, 12/21/12

My wife and I found ourselves earlier tonight going through what has become a
Sunday night ritual of sorts. We were channel surfing for any sort of suitable
program to sit and stare at like drooling vidiots. The past three days have been
absolutely wonderful for us, so it was strange to end up back in front of the TV
wasting time. Still, after all the relatives had been visited, gifts handed out,

punch consumed and board games played, it was inevitable that we collapsed in front of the old
tube (literally. We’re down to watching our last ginormous-assed, 85 pound, tube television. I dread
the day when this old, circa 1993 beast dies, because I can’t bear to lug another one away). We
caught the tail end of a repeat documentary about David Koresh. The final tag line to flash briefly
across the screen stated that “some believe he will return in 2012.” As my wife asked if I knew what
the deal was with the year 2012, I went into full Archie Bunker mode for several minutes, shouting
ignorant statements to no one in particular. Even my wife left at some point.

December 21, 2012, if you aren’t familiar with the theories, is believed to mark the beginning of the
end of human history. This was popularized by Roland Emmerich’s massive hit film release this
past November, 2012. The idea is that according to translations of the Mesoamerican Mayan
Longcount Calender, a period of history will end. What has been attached to this by new age
philosophers is a realignment of the universe. Skeptics have used the anthropological translations
of the Mayan calendar to assert that the earth will be crushed by cataclysmic disaster during the
2012 winter solstice-between the 21st and 24th of December. I won’t be searching for last-minute
holiday bargains that year, I guess. This is the idea behind Emmerich’s movie. Now, of course,
many websites offer 122112 t-shirts at premium prices and even the studio behind the 2012 film put
up a hoax panic website. NASA, inundated with a nervous public in need of scientific information,
has put up their own crisis site. NASA – 2012: Beginning of the End or Why the World Won’t End?

This too shall pass. Like Y2K, I’m just going to go on living. Until I’m not alive, that is. I remember that
night distinctly. 12:00 a.m. hit and I was in the car midway across the bridge at Saugatuck crossing
the Kalamazoo River. Co-workers had told me to not make the hour and a half drive south that night,
because all technology would cease to function at midnight. Nothing happened. At 12:01 I was still
merrily speeding along toward Saint Joseph, watching the colored lights twinkling  on the river. What
can we do? If history ends, it ends. Time moves along, even if we aren’t around to mark its passage.
Rather than fatalism, I think that we can make these into a remarkable final three years. I hope to be
more compassionate during the next three years. Just in case the world keeps on chugging around
the sun in 2013, I’d love to have developed ways of feeding and clothing others in need. You know,
just in case….
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